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The algebraic form of Keller's conjecture will be proved in two new special cases.
1. Introduction
In connection with a famous problem of Minkowski, Keller conjectured in 1930
that in a family of translates of a unit n-dimensional cube whose union is the
whole n-dimensional space and whose interiors are disjoint, some two of the
cubes must share a complete (n - 1)-dimensional face. Ten years later Perron
proved this conjecture for n s: 6 in [5].
In 1949 Hajos reduced Keller's conjecture to a problem in the field of
factorization of finite abelian groups (see [2]). Some discussion of the history of
the problem may be found in Stein's survey [9].
If G is an additive finite abelian group, H, AI' ... ,An are its subsets, each h in
H is uniquely expressible in the form h = a1 + '" + an' a1 E All' .. ,an E An
and each sum al + ... + an is in H, then we say that H is factored by the subsets
AI' ... , A n and we call the equation H = A I + ... + A na factorization of H. If g
is a nonzero element of G and q is a positive integer smaller than the order of g,
then we will call the subset {O, g, 2g, ... ,(q -l)g} cyclic and will denote it by
[g, q]. The element qg will be called the terminating element of the cyclic set
[g, q].
Using these notations the promised algebraic equivalent of Keller's conjecture
is the following:
If G is a finite abelian group and G = H + [gl' qd + ... + [gn' qn] is one of its
factorizations, then {qlgl>"" qngn} n (H-H) ¥' 0, where H·H ={h - hi: h,
h'EH}.
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In [8] Seitz has proved this statement for cyclic groups of prime power order
and in [7] Sands proved it for cyclic groups whose orders are products of two
prime powers.
In this paper we will give a new proof for this result of Sands and will prove
Keller's conjecture for two new further special cases.
2. Results
A subset H of an abelian group is periodic, if there exists a nonzero element g
of the group such that g + H = H. In other words H is periodic if the stabilizer
subgroup St(H) of H is greater than {O}. Obviously, if 0 E H, then H can be
factored such that one of the factors is a given subgroup of St(H).
Theorem 2.1. Let p be a prime and G a finite abelian group whose p-component is
cyclic. If G = H + [gj, qj] + ... + [gil' qll] is a factorization and if either IHI or
qj' .. qll is a power of p, then
Proof. Assume the contrary and take a counterexample G = H + [gj, qj] + ... +
[gil' qll] with minimal order. We may suppose 0 E H since otherwise we may
replace H by H - h, where hE H. In addition we may assume that H'F {O} since
in the case H = {O} the statement of Theorem 2.1 is proved by Rajas [1]. Using
the factorization identity [g, rs]= [g, r] + [rg, s] we may reach the situation in
which each qj is a prime. (Of course, then n may change.) Moreover if the new
terminating elements of the cyclic sets are in H-H, then so are the original ones.
Indeed, the second new terminating element is the same as the original terminat-
ing element and if rg E H-H, then from it we have rg + h' = h which violates the
starting factorization.
We need the following result of Sands [6, Theorem 1]:
Let G be a finite abelian group whose p-component is cyclic. If G = A + B is a
factorization, where IAI is a power of p, then either A or B is periodic.
According to this result either H or [gj, qj] +... +[gil' qll] is periodic.
If H is periodic, then since 0 E H there exists a factorization H =St(H) + D.
From the factorization G = St(H) + D + [gj, qj] + '" + [gil' qn] we have a fac-
torization G= jj + [gj, qj] + ... + [gil' qll] of the factor group G= GISt(H),
where gj = gj + St(H) and jj = {d +St(H): dE D}.
According to the minimality of the counterexample, {qj gj, ... , q gil} n_ _ II
(D-D) 'F 0. It means qjgj + c = d - d' for some i E {1, ... ,n}, c E St(H) ,
d, d' E D. Then qjgj E H-H is a contradiction.
If [g1' qj] +... +[gil' qll] is periodic, then there exists a cyclic subgroup D and
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a subset T of G such that [gl' qI] + ... + [gn' qn] = D + T is a factorization. We
formulate this fact in the group ring Z[ G] and in this case the multiplicative
notation is more suitable. Thus if D = [d, r] and T = {t I , ..• , t.}, then
(1 + gi + g; + + gil-I) ... (1 + gn + g~ + ... + g%n- I )
= (1 + d + + dr- I )(t i + ... + t.) .
Multiplying it by 1 - d we get
This equation may remain true after cancelling some factors. The factor 1 - d
cannot be cancelled because the product of the cyclic subsets occurs in the original
factorization of G. All of the cyclic subsets cannot be cancelled because 1 - d =0
is equivalent to 1 = d which is impossible. Thus we may assume that after
changing the indices,
and it has no cancellable factor. According to [1, Satz 27] the order of the
subgroup generated by gI' ... , gm' d is a product of at most m primes. Hence so
is the order of the subgroup K generated by gI' ... , gm' Let
A = H + [gm+1> qm+I] + ... + [gn' qn] ,
B = [gl' qI]+ ... + [gm' q".l
and A = {al" .. ,an}' B = {hI'" . ,bJ; then from the factorization G = H +
[gl' qI] + ... + [gn' qn] we have that the elements of the matrix
are the elements of G. If an element of this matrix belongs to K, then so do the
elements of its row. Hence IB IIIKI. Thus K = B, that is, we have a new coun-
terexample K = [gl' qI]+ ... + [gm' qm]' Since the order of G is a product of
more than n primes and since n ~ m we have got a smaller counterexample. 0
The number of the characters of a finite abelian group G is equal to the order
of G. The standard orthogonality relations show that the matrix Xi(gj) is a
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nonsingular matrix, where Xi is the ith character of G and gj the jth element of G.
Consequently, the columns are independent. For a subset S of G, instead of
LS E S Xes) we will use shortly xeS).
Theorem 2.2. Keller's conjecture holds for finite groups which are direct sums of
cyclic groups of orders pZ, p, ... , p respectively, where p is a prime.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that we have a minimal counterexample for
Theorem 2.2 and assume that the orders of the cyclic subsets are p, and 0 E H.
Let G = H + [gl' p] + ... + [gn' p] be our counterexample.
If z =1, then the orders of the nonzero elements are p. Particularly pgl =0 E
H-H is a contradiction so we will suppose that z > 1 and the orders of g;'s are
greater than p.
The group G is a direct sum of T and S, where T is a cyclic group of order pZ
with generator t and S is the direct sum of groups of orders p with generators
SI' ... ,Sll respectively. Let p be a pZth primitive root of unity and let X be a
character of G such that X(t) = p.
From the counterexample we have
0= X(H)X([gl' p]) . . .X([gn' p]) .
So one of the factors must be zero.
If X([gl, p]) =0, then (X(gl)Y:= 1. Let gl:=:; at+ {31Sl + ... + {3l1Sll' where
a, {31' ... , {311 are integers such that O:s; a < p z, 0 -s f3p ... , {311 < p.
(X( g1))P := 1 is equivalent to
So pZIpea + pZ-l(Xl {31+ ... + x lI{3 l1 )) ' Thus pZ-l l a, a contradiction since the
order of gl is greater than p.
We may now assume that x(H) =0 for each X with x(t) = p. The restrictions of
X's to S give all characters of S. Let H = {11 t + hI' ... , 1rt + hr} where 0::::; 1i <
p' and hiES. Then O=p'YIX(hl)+"'+p'YrX(hr) for each character of S. If
h~, ... ,h~ are the different elements among h p ... ,hr, then
for each character of S. From this it follows that
0= L p'Yi= ... := L p"li.
iE{i: hi~hf} iE{i: hi=h~}
Since it holds for each pZth primitive root of unity the pZth cyclotomic polynomial
divides
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z-1 ( 1) z-IFpz(x) = 1 + x P + ... + X pr- p
p.(x) = 2: x'Yl •
J iE{i: hj=hj}
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That is Pj(x) = Qj(x)Fpz(x). The degree of P/x) is less than p", hence the degree
of Qj(x) is less than pZ-l and so the coefficients of Qj(x) occur among the
coefficients of P/x).
Therefore pZ-1 . t is a period of H and so in the known way we are able to get a
smaller counterexample. 0
Now we will give a new proof for a result of Sands.
Theorem 2.3. Keller's conjecture holds for cyclic groups G of orderpal, where p
and q are distinct primes.
Proof. We start with a minimal counterexample G == H + Is.. ql] +. " + [g", q"J
assuming that the q;'s are primes and 0 E H.
If K, the generatum of gl' ... , g", is not G, then K = (H n K) +[gl' ql] +
... + [gIl' qnl is a smaller counterexample. So we assume that K == G. Since
g1> ... , g" generate G it contains a minimal generator system say gl' ... , gr'
Here either r =1 or r =2.
Let A = [gl' ql] + '" + [gr' qr] and B = H + [gr+1' qr+l] + ... + [gIl' q,,].
Obviously, G == A + B is a factorization. From this factorization using [7,
Theorem 4] we have B does not generate G and so there exists a maximal
subgroup M of G containing B whose index in G is a prime, say p. If r == 1, then
since both IBI and IMI are products of a + b -1 primes and since IBIIIMI, B == M
and we have got a smaller counterexample. If r = 2, then the orders of gl and gz
a b' a' b
are p q and p q, where a' < a and b' < b. Consequently, gz E M and so
[gz, qz] C M. Again since both the orders of H + [gz, qz] + ... + [g", q,,] and M
are products of a + b - 1 primes in the same way as we used in the proof of
Theorem 2.1, we have M = H + [gz, qzJ + ... + [gil' qll] is a smaller counter-
example. 0
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